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      Introduction:  ‘Analogue’ research involves the 

use of terrestrial environments that have physical or 

chemical characteristics similar to extraterrestrial envi-

ronments to advance science and technology required 

for planetary exploration. Previous analogue instru-

ment testing has been carried out in a range of envi-

ronments, from deserts to inland lakes.  

One environment that has received little attention for 

analogue research is the deep subsurface. The subsur-

face exploration of other planetary bodies offers the 

potential to unravel their geological history and poten-

tial habitability. On Mars in particular, present-day 

habitable conditions may be restricted to the subsur-

face. MINAR (Mine Analogue Program) is an ana-

logue program at 1.1 km depth in an active deep sub-

surface potash mine in the UK, which aims to address 

this gap in analogue research. The MINAR program’s 

aims are to: 

 
i) Test instrumentation designed for planetary ex-

ploration in a deep subsurface environment. 

ii) Characterise small and large-scale variations in 

mineralogy and the relationship these changes have to 

the presence of biomarkers such as ATP. 

iii) Improve our understanding of sample selection 

and flow through an instrument cycle when exploring 

the deep subsurface. 

iv) Develop spin-off technology between the space 

and mining industries. 

 

Methodology: To test instrumentation in the deep 

subsurface, a multi-instrument suite was used to inves-

tigate samples of representative evaporite minerals 

from a subsurface Permian evaporite sequence at dif-

ferent scales, in addition to in-situ halite walls (Fig 1). 

Instruments used were the Panoramic Camera System 

(PanCam), Close-Up Imager (CLUPI), Raman, SPLIT, 

Ultrasonic Drill and handheld XRD. These instruments 

are proposed for planetary missions or area already 

scheduled for planetary missions such as ExoMars. 

These instruments were transported underground and 

used to characterise samples with a methodical and 

thorough working system devised to mimic remote 

autonomous operations. 

 

Outcomes: We show that these instruments can be 

used to characterise geological context at a variety of 

scales within a deep subsurface environment. MINAR 

has allowed for the integrated testing and verification 

of planetary instrumentation in a deep subsurface con-

text. This work provides the foundation to begin more 

complex integrated instrument and human exploration 

testing in the deep subsurface. Ongoing work involves 

developing spin-off opportunities identified during the 

program related to mineral characterisation using plan-

etary imaging technology tested in the mine. By carry-

ing out an analogue program in an active mine, spin-off 

applications can be directly linked to mining. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: deep subsurface instrument testing at 

1.1km depth examining the variation in halite rock 

using PanCam (top) SPLIT, a geologist’s hammer (bot-

tom left) and CLUPI (bottom right). 
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Additional Information: The MINAR project is 

supported by Science and Technology Facilities Coun-

cil (STFC) and The Crown Estate. 
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